CELEBRATING 10 YEARS OF THE AMGEN SCHOLARS PROGRAM

NEARLY 3,200 AMGEN SCHOLARS PARTICIPANTS TO DATE

REPRESENT 700 COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ACROSS 42 COUNTRIES

OF THOSE PARTICIPANTS

58% ARE FEMALE

95% OF ALUMNI WHO HAVE COMPLETED THEIR UNDERGRADUATE WORK ARE NOW PURSUING AN ADVANCED DEGREE OR CAREER IN A SCIENTIFIC FIELD

114 IN M.D.-PH.D. PROGRAMS
397 IN SCIENCE-BASED CAREERS
983 IN GRADUATE SCHOOL IN SCIENCE (MASTERS OR PH.D.)
210 IN PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL IN SCIENCE (M.D., OTHER)

123 HAVE COMPLETED PH.D. PROGRAMS
204 COMPLETED MASTERS
11 COMPLETED M.D./PH.D.

$50M OVER 12 YEARS COMMITTED TO DATE BY THE AMGEN FOUNDATION

712 WORKS PUBLISHED BY ALUMNI OVER PAST YEAR

810 AWARDS RECEIVED OVER THE PAST YEAR

All data for the Amgen Scholars Program is collected and evaluated independently through the Center for Evaluation and Education Policy (CEEP) at Indiana University. Learn more at www.amgenscholars.com